Hammerdigitsyndromeisa pathological condition that is frequently encountered by the foot surgeon. Whether presenting as a source of pain (Figures 1-4) , ulceration, the site of hyperkeratosis ( Figures 5-10 ), or as a cosmetic concern, this form of pathology can be addressed with a wide range of treatment options. Surgical intervention may be indicated for those toes with rigid contracture, which require osseous correction and internal fixation. In the case of flexible hammer digit syndrome, some deformities can be resolved with flexor tendon release. In an attempt to accomplish splinting of flexible, contracted toes after soft tissue release, the authors have routinely used, over the last 5 years, a ''dorsal suspension stitch'' to stabilize the digit during the early postoperative period. It is the authors' belief that this technique has not been described before for flexible hammer digit syndrome. An Ovid and Pubmed search did not reveal any relevant manuscripts with searches performed for ''suture splinting,'' ''suture fixation,'' ''suture toes,'' and ''suture fingers.'' Additionally, the technique was not described in seven orthopedic or podiatric surgery textbooks. Therefore, this technique is presented as an alternative to the classic, internal fixation more commonly employed in the treatment of hammer digit syndrome.
Surgical Technique
The initial decision to use this technique is predicated on the fact that the deformity is indeed a flexible one, because a soft tissue correction alone would not be appropriate for a rigid contracture. The open or percutaneous flexor tenotomy is performed in standard fashion. Thereafter, the toe is temporarily stabilized with a 2-0 polypropylene monofilament dorsal suspension stitch, although any nonabsorbable monofilament suture of the appropriate size can be used. A horizontal mattress stitch is used to position the suture through the extensor apparatus proximal to the proximal interphalangeal joint with the distal arm of the suture passed through the extensor apparatus just proximal to the nail fold (Figure 3) . We have found that this provides a long lever arm for the splinting force administered by the dorsal suspension stitch. The position of the toe can be adjusted by altering the tension of the suture intraoperatively. Next, the tenotomy incision is closed with a smaller, nonabsorbable suture, and a light bandage is applied in a standard fashion. The suture is left intact for 3 to 4 weeks, after which time it is removed in the usual fashion. In our practice, bandaging is discontinued and the patient is allowed to shower the toe after the third postoperative day and should avoid soaking or submersion of the operative site.
Discussion
The authors have been very pleased with this form of positional maintenance of the toe after soft tissue release and realignment of the flexible deformity. In our practice, we have rarely encountered postoperative complications when this technique is used for the correction of flexible hammertoe. We have also used the dorsal suspension stitch in conjunction with resection arthroplasty of the proximal interphalangeal joint, and thereby avoided the use of a temporary Kirschner wire for digital stabilization. In our experience, patients are generally happier during the early postoperative period if they can avoid having an axial Kirschner wire protruding from the end of their toe, or toes ( Figure 11 ). Moreover, we have not encountered any wound problems related to dehiscence or infection, or FIGURE 6 Preoperative appearance of the distal toes with partial thickness ulcerations. This is the plantar appearance of the toes 4 days preoperatively. Notice the hyperkeratoses with intradermal bleeding.
FIGURE 7
Immediate postoperative appearance. The current practice is to place the distal pass of the dorsal suspension stitch just proximal to the eponychium, as in digit 4. loss of correction, even when bathing of the foot and discontinuation of the surgical bandage are instituted as early as 3 days postoperative. In conclusion, in our experience, use of the dorsal suspension stitch allows simple and effective stabilization of the digit after surgical repair of the flexible hammertoe, and obviates the need for Kirschner wire stabilization. 
